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SM ingredients
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‣SM can not be the final theory:
• Hierarchy problem: δH ~ MH
• EW and Strong forces not unified
• Arbitrary fermion masses & mixings
• Arbitrary number of families
• Unknown source of baryogenesis
‣Fermions as matter particles
•Quarks & Leptons
‣Gauge group structure
•gauge bosons as force carriers
‣EW Symmetry Breaking


















‣Fermions as matter particles
•Quarks & Leptons
‣Gauge group structure
•gauge bosons as force carriers
‣EW Symmetry Breaking



















For the rest 





‣LHC at √s=14 TeV starts in 2008
• aims to reach 100 fb-1/yr at 2010
‣ATLAS detector installation & commissioning ongoing
• Preparations with technical and cosmic runs 
4
M3 Atlantis experience/2
ATLAS Atlantis 2007-06-15 01:51:49 CEST    Event name: comb1  run: 12284  event: 8    Geometry: <default>

















































cut on associated hits
possible in Atlantis
Combined jobOptions for
PT process result of
joint effort of subsystem
and HLT experts
Stable Atlantis running
during M3 reported by
Jiri Masik and Maria
Costa
Zdenek Maxa (UCL) Atlantis Event Display 15 August, 2007 4 / 10
ATLAS experiment will provide unprecedented 
opportunity to probe the BSM physics
SM to BSM
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‣Fermions as matter particles
•Quarks & Leptons
‣Gauge group structure
•gauge bosons as force carriers
‣EW Symmetry Breaking


















New constituents excited νs*
predicted by: composite (preonic) models
produced as: single (        ) via Z,W,
decay via: boson + lepton: 
6SN-ATLAS-2004-047
•Fast MC based study 
•scan neutrino mass: [500,..,2500]
•consider 2 coupling possibilities:
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New quarks q=-1/3 singlets
predicted by: E6 GUT
produced as: pairs from gluon (quark) fusion
decay via: boson + light jet
7SN-ATLAS-2006-056
 (GeV)Z,jetM
















3 Signal @ 800GeV
SM background
SM + Signal @ 800GeV
DD¯ → ZjZj → 4!2j











600 700 800 900 1000 1100 1200
•Fast MC based study 
•scan new quark mass
•pair production is mixing independent
 @ 100 fb-1
900 GeV reach
New quarks q=2/3 singlets
predicted by: Little Higgs
produced as: single from W exchange
decay via: boson + (t or b) jet 
8SN-ATLAS-2004-038
qb→ q′T → q′ Wb (ht, Zt)
Invariant Mass (GeV)


























Figure 2: Reconstructed mass of the Z and t (inferred from the measured lepton, /ET , and tagged b jet).
The signal T Zt is shown for a mass of 1000 GeV. The background, shown as the filled histogram, is
dominated byWZ and tbZ (the latter is larger) production. The signal event rates correspond to !1 !2 1
and a BR T ht of 25%. More details can be found in Ref [17].
/ET 100 GeV.
At least one tagged b jet with pT 30 GeV.
The presence of the leptons ensures that the events are triggered. A pair of leptons of same flavor and
opposite sign is required to have an invariant mass within 10 GeV of Z mass. The efficiency of these cuts
is 3.3% for mT 1000 GeV. The third lepton is then assumed to arise from aW and the W ’s momentum
reconstructed using it and the measured /ET .
The invariant mass of the Zt system can then be reconstructed by including the b jet. This is shown
in Figure 2 for mT 1000 GeV where a peak is visible above the background. Following the cuts, the
background is dominated by tbZ which is more than 10 times greater than all the others combined. The cuts
accept 0.8% of this background [17].
Using this analysis, the discovery potential in this channel can be estimated. The signal to background
ratio is excellent as can be seen from Figure 2. Requiring a peak of at least 5" significance containing at least
10 reconstructed events implies that for !1 !2 1 2 and 300 fb
1 the quark of mass MT 1050 1400
GeV is observable. At these values, the single T production process dominates, justifying a posteriori the
neglect of TT production in this simulation.
2.2 T Wb
This channel can be reconstructed via the final state #b. The following event selection was applied.
4
Zt→ !!!νjb Wb→ !νjb
•Fast MC based study 
•function of T quark mass and t-T mixing 
•all 3 decay channels studied.
Invariant Mass (GeV)

























Figure 3: Reconstructed mass of the W (inferred from the measured lepton and /ET ) and tagged b jet.
The si nal arises from the decay T Wb and is shown a for mass of 1000 GeV. The background, shown
separately as the filled histogram, is dominated by tt and single top production (the former is larger). The
signal event rates correspond to !1 !2 1 and a BR T Wb of 50%. More details can be found in
Ref [17].
At least one charged lepton with pT 100 GeV.
One b-jet with pT 200 GeV.
No more than 2 jets with pT 30 GeV.
Mass of the pair of jets with the highest pT is greater than 200 GeV.
/ET 100 GeV.
The lepton provides a trigger. The efficiency of this selection for a T of mass 1 TeV is 14%. The backgrounds
arise from tt, single top production and QCD production ofWbb. These are estimated using PYTHIA for
the first one, CompHep [16] for the second and AcerMC [18] for the last. The requirement of only one
tagged b jet and the high pT lepton are effective against all of these backgrounds. The requirement of only
two energetic jets is powerful against the dangerous tt source where the candidate b jet arises from the t
and the lepton from the t. These cuts reduce the total tt andWbb by factors of 2 5 10 5 and 7 5 10 5
respectively. Figure 3 shows the reconstructed mass of theWb system where theW momentum is inferred
from the measured lepton /ET using theW mass as a constraint. The plot shows the signal arising from T of
mass 1 TeV as a peak over the remaining background. The signal to background ratio is somewhat worse
than in the previous case primarily due to the tt contribution.
From this analysis, the discovery potential in this channel can be estimated. For !1 !2 1 2 and 300
fb 1 MT 2000 2500 GeV has at least a 5" significance for an integrated luminosity of 300 fb 1.
5
T is observable with 300 fb-1:
•up to ~2.5 TeV via Wb,
•up to ~1.4 TeV via Zt.
at maximum t-T mixing
New quarks doublets
predicted by: DMM
produced as: pairs from gluon (quark) fusion
decay via: W + jet (no FCNC)
9ATLAS-TDR*
*new studies for other CKM mixings done, but not yet made public.
•Fast MC based study 
•scan new quark mass
•results for 100 fb-1 shown
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•61σ signal from 320 GeV u4
•13σ signal from 640 GeV u4
•broad signal at 320 GeV d4
•Exact knowledge of BG shape needed
New Leptons
10
predicted by: Fourth family, E6 GUT, technicolor..
produced as: pairs from gluon (quark) fusion
decay via: boson + lepton
ATLAS-PHYS-2003-014
heavy lepton pair production by gluon fusion included as a new external process [23]. The
detector response was simulated with the parametrized Monte Carlo program ATLFAST
[24], with default values of the parameters.
The note is organized as follows. In the next section the signal and the background
are described and relevant conditions to reduce the background contribution are pointed
out. In section 3 the event selection is analyzed and the discovery potential is derived as
a function of ML and MZ′ in section 4. The gluon-gluon fusion cross section formula and




















































Figure 1: Charged heavy lepton pair pro-
duction by Drell-Yan mechanism. The com-
plete γ∗/Z0/Z ′ interference was studied.
Figure 2: Charged heavy lepton pair pro-
duction by gluon-gluon fusion mechanism.
2. Signal and background description
2.1 The signal
The Drell-Yan processes studied include qq¯ anihilation into (γ∗/Z0/Z ′) and their further
decay into a pair of charged heavy leptons. For the gluon fusion process [20], Z and Z ′
bosons decay into a pair of heavy charged leptons. Subsequently, the neutral current decay
of each heavy charged lepton into an electron and two jets coming from the Z boson decay
was considered:
qq¯ → ( γ, Z0, Z ′ )→ L+L− → (e, µ)+Z0 (e, µ)−Z0 → (e, µ)+(e, µ)− + 4 jets (2.1)
gg → ( Z0, Z ′ )→ L+L− → (e, µ)+Z0 (e, µ)−Z0 → (e, µ)+(e, µ)− + 4 jets (2.2)
For simplicity, it was assumed here that the heavy lepton decays to one family of
leptons (either e or µ) with a short lifetime. Limits on the mixing of a heavy lepton with
a SM lepton are given in [25].
– 3 –
•Fast MC based study 
•function of L, Z’ mass
 @ 100 fb-1
800 GeV r ach
Higher Z’ mass 




11SN-ATLAS-2005-051predicted by: GUTs & composite models
produced as: pairs + single from g-g (q) fusion
decay via: e(type1) or ν(type2) + light jet
•Fast MC based study for Scalar & Vector LQs 
•Coupling κ, λ=e (for V)  
•LQ-mass scanned
 @ 100 fb-1
1.2 TeV reach for S LQs
1.5 TeV reach for V LQs
SM to BSM
12














‣Fermions as matter particles
•Quarks & Leptons
‣Gauge group structure
•gauge bosons as force carriers
‣EW Symmetry Breaking



















predicted by: SO(10), E6.. GUTs, Little Higgs, EDs
produced as: from q-q annihilation
decay via: fermion pairs
13ATLAS-PHYS-PUB-2006-024
•Full MC based study 
•1.5 & 4 TeV considered
•CDDT parametrization shown
•g is global coupling strength
•x is fermion coupling
•M is Z’ mass




predicted by: RS, ADD models 
produced as: from q-q annihilation
decay via: lepton pairs
14SN-ATLAS-2007-065
pp→ γn/Zn → "+"−
•FULL simulation based study
•3 Parameter sets to reproduce the 
fermion masses & mixings (A, B, C) 
•only electrons were reconstructed























































































Discovery reach is about 6 TeV depending 
on the model for 100fb-1 data.
New bosons W`/ WH
predicted by: SO(10), E6.. GUTs, Little Higgs, EDs
produced as: s channel from q-q’ annihilation
decay via: top-b
15ATLAS-PHYS-PUB-2006-003
Discovery plane for 300fb-1 data
qq¯′ →W ′ → tb → !νbb
•Fast MC based study 
•W-WH coupling via cotθ














 t b" HW
 > 5BS/ 
S > 10
SN-ATLAS-2004-038
compare to WH →eν 
from
Discovery reach is 


















‣Fermions as matter particles
•Quarks & Leptons
‣Gauge group structure
•gauge bosons as force carriers
‣EW Symmetry Breaking




















predicted by: Little Higgs, LRSM
produced as: pair via q-q annihilation & single via W fusion
decay via: lepton pairs
•Fast MC based study 
•W+R & Δ++ mass scanned for min 10evts
•e,μ & τ channels separately studied
•results for 100(a) & 300(b) fb-1 shown
the unknown Yukawa couplings. Present bounds [7, 19] on the diagonal couplings hee,µµ,ττ
to charged leptons are consistent with values O(1) if the mass scale of the triplet is larger
than a few hundred GeV. For the ∆++L , this may be the dominant decay mode if vL is
very small. One would then have a golden signature: qq¯ → γ∗/Z∗/Z ′∗ → ∆++L ∆−−L → 4".
For very low Yukawa couplings (h"" <∼ 10−8), the doubly charged Higgs boson could be
quasi-stable [20], leaving a characteristic dE/dx signature in the detector, but this case is
not considered here. The decay ∆++R,L → W+R,LW+R,L can also be significant. However, it is
kinematically suppressed in the case of ∆++R , and suppressed by the small coupling vL in
the case of ∆++L . Furthermore, reconstruction of WL,R pairs is difficult at the LHC since
they don’t produce a resonance and since WR decays involving heavy Majorana neutrinos
lead to complex event topologies.
In the present work, we consider the production and decay modes discussed above. The
results will be presented as limits in terms of the couplings vL or vR, taking fixed reference
values for the Yukawa couplings of the doubly charged Higgs bosons to the leptons. It will
then be a simple matter to re-interpret the results for different values of these Yukawa
couplings. We will assume a truly symmetric Left-Right model, with equal gauge couplings
gL = gR = e/ sin(θW ) = 0.64. Since the mass of the WR is essentially proportional to vR,
as mentioned in the introduction, it will not be an independent parameter.
We note that the existence of the Higgs triplet can also be detected in the decay
channel ∆+ →WZ. This will not be studied here, as the signal is very similar to narrow








Figure 1: Feynman diagrams for single production of ∆++
3 Simulation of the signal and backgrounds
The processes of single and double production of doubly charged Higgs are implemented
in the PYTHIA generator [22]. Events were generated using the CTEQ5L parton distrib-
ution functions, taking account of initial and final state interactions as well as hadroniza-
tion. The following processes were studied here:
• qq → qqW+R,LW+R,L → qq∆++R,L → qq e+e+/µ+µ+
• qq → qqW+R,LW+R,L → qq∆++R,L → qq τ+τ+ with one or both τ ’s decaying leptonically.
4
Figure 4: Reconstructed invariant mass of the two leptons from the process W +W+ →
∆++R → !+!+. The signal (green) is for a mass m∆++R = 800 GeV with mWR = 650 GeV
and the background is in red. The black histogram is the sum of both. The distributions
are for 100 fb−1.
3. in order to reduce the tt¯ background, the event was rejected if a b-tagged jet was
present. The assumed b-tagging efficiency (see Sect. 3) with associated rejection
factors were found to be adequate (see Table 5). When this cut is applied together
with other subsequent cuts, this background is not dominant.
4. forward jet tagging was required as in Sect. 4.1.1
5. Missing transverse momentum was required to be at least 150 GeV. This requirement
was found to be adequate for all masses considered.
Table 5 shows the number of events expected from the various backgrounds and for the
cases of signals where m∆++R
= 300 and 800 GeV and mW+
R
= 650 GeV, after successive
application of the cuts. A window of±2× the width of the reconstructed mass (σ = 25(62)
GeV for m∆++R
= 300 (800) GeV) of the ∆++R was selected. Fig. 6 shows the distribution
of m∆++R
and backgrounds for m∆++R
= 800 GeV. A significance S/
√
B of only about
4.3 is obtained in this case for an integrated luminosity of 100 fb−1. With simultaneous
search for the ∆−−R , and with 300 fb
−1, the significance should reach 9.1. Contours of
discovery in this channel, defined as a 5σ significance with at least 10 events, is shown in
Fig. 7. We note that they are weaker than for ∆++R → !+!+ of Fig. 5, and do not cover a
large region of mass which is unconstrained (mWR > 650 GeV). However, it may help to
confirm discovery, or may be more applicable if the coupling to τ ’s dominates.
11




for integrated luminosities of 100 fb−1(a) and 300 fb−1(b), and assuming 100% BR to
dileptons. The region where discovery is not possible is on the hatched side of the line.
Figure 6: Reconstructed mass of the ∆++R from the decay channel ∆
++
R → τ+τ+ →
"+"+ +PmissT . In red (light shade) and green (dark shade) are shown the background and
the signal, for an integrated luminosity of 100 fb−1. The solid black histogram is the sum.
12
SN-ATLAS-2005-049
single production reach ~1.8TeV depending on mW+
the case of leptonic decays of the doubly-charged Higgs bosons, the process constitutes a
golden channel and the background will be negligible (as for the SM process H → ZZ →
4!).
Fig. 8 shows the contours of discovery, defined as observation of 10 events, if all four
leptons are detected or if any 3 of the leptons are observed. As m(ZR) increases, the
mass reach for m(∆++R ) increases at first, as the s-channel diagram with ZR produced on
mass shell becomes the dominant contribution. However, for very large masses of ZR, the
contribution of this diagram is kinematically suppressed. Being an s-channel process not
involving the WR, this channel is not sensitive to the mass of this heavy gauge boson.
























Figure 8: Conto rs of discovery for 100 fb−1(a) and for 300 fb−1(b) in the plane mZ′ vs
m∆++R
. The dashed curves are for the case where all four leptons are observed, and the
full curves are when only three leptons are detected.
4.3 Other channels
Other possible channels have not been considered here. Single production followed by the
decay ∆++R → W+R W+R is possible if m∆++R is sufficiently large, but given the lower bound
on mWR , this channel is strongly suppressed kinematically. It would be also difficult to
reconstruct since the decays WR → !N would not lead to a mass resonance and would
require a knowledge of the mass of N , a heavy right-handed or Majorana neutrino. The
decay channels ∆++R → ∆+RW+R and ∆++R → ∆+R∆+R will only be possible if there is a large
mass difference between ∆++R and ∆
+




R can arise from s-channel
W+ exchange. It has recently been shown [30] that, under certain conditions, the search
for this channel can improve the discovery potential for a doubly-charged Higgs. This has
not been considered here.
14
pair production reach 1.1 TeV 
depending on mZR with 3 and 4 leptons 
New EWSB no scalar 
18
predicted by: Dynamical SB models, technicolor
produced as: from q-q annihilation
decay via: boson pairs
ATLAS-TDR*
*new studies are available, but not yet public.
•Fast MC based study
•Scan ρT mass for different πT  
Discovery with 30fb-1 data possible 
depending on model parameters  
New EWSB SUSY 
19
Give up the (so far) observed “spin” asymmetry between 
matter and force carriers: partners for all SM particles
• solves Fine Tuning, DM.. problems
SUSY not observed: sparticles heavy: broken symmetry
Rich phenomenology (even with Rparity):
• large # of parameters: >100 in MSSM caseR
• many SB options: MSSM, mSUGRA, GMSB, AMSB..
Common properties: 
• cascade decays of sparticles to high pT objects ,
• stable LSP escapes undetected: large ETmiss .
has 5 parameters
Look for: jets + ETmiss and leptons +jets + ETmiss 































 > 0µ = 10 A=0 GeV " = 175 GeV, tan 
t
ISAJET 7.71 m
Figure 1: The picture shows the regions of the (m0,m1/2) mSUGRA plane which have a neutralino
relic density compatible with cosmological measurements in dark grey. The black regions are
excluded by LEP. The light grey regions have a neutralino relic density which exceeds cosmological
measurements. White regions are theoretically excluded. The values of tanβ = 10, A0 = 0, a
positive µ, and a top mass of 175 GeV were used. The RGE were solved using ISAJET.
 (GeV)0m











































Figure 2: Left plot: dependence of the Higgsino mass term µ on the mSUGRA common scalar
mass m0, for m1/2 = 300 GeV, tanβ = 10, A0 = 0, a positive µ, and a top mass of 175 GeV. The
circles are obtained using ISAJET to solve the RGEs, the open squares using SOFTSUSY. Right
plot: dependence of the neutralino relic density on m0.
 (GeV)0m






















































 > 0µ = 54 A=0 GeV " = 175 GeV, tan 
t
ISAJET 7.71 m
Figure 3: Same as Fig. 1, but for tanβ = 50 (left plot) and tanβ = 54 (right plot).
4
mSUGRA’s LSP is DM candidate
•model should be consistent with WMAP data
R parity imposes pair production 
χ˜01
•Fast MC based study  





Sample Events inclusive cuts two top
SUSY signal 4708 597 51
SUSY back. 45292 15 1
tt¯ 7.6 · 106 397 3.3
W + jets 10.1 · 106 28 0.5
Z + jets 3.15 · 106 11 0.5
bb+jets 272 · 106 364 0
Table 6: Efficiency of the cuts used for the reconstruction of the decay of the gluino into tt¯χ˜0,
evaluated with ATLFAST events for low luminosity operation. The number of events corresponds
to an integrated luminosity of 10 fb−1. The third column contains the number of events which pass
the inclusive cuts on jets, b-jets, missing energy and effective mass. The fourth column reports the
number of events with two reconstructed top candidates which satisfy all cuts. SUSY events are
divided in those with the presence of the g˜ → χ˜0tt¯ decay (signal), and those without this decay
(background).
The number of events which passes the various selections is shown in Table 6 for low-luminosity
running conditions and an integrated luminosity of 10 fb−1. The dominant Standard Model back-
grounds after the inclusive cuts on jets, b-jets, missing energy and effective mass (third column
of Table 6) are the tt¯ and the bb+jets production. The latter is removed when the reconstruction
of the hadronic decay of two top quarks with ∆R < 2.5 is required (last column of the table),
and the dominant background remains the tt¯ production, which is however more than one order






























Invariant mass best selected tt pair
Figure 13: Distribution of the invariant mass of the selected pairs of reconstructed top quarks.
The plot corresponds to 10 fb−1 of low-luminosity data.
The invariant mass of the top pair is shown in Fig. 13 for low-luminosity running conditions
and an integrated luminosity of 10 fb−1. The statistical significance of the excess of events over the
Standard Model Contribution is SUSY/
√
SM = 7.1 for an integrated luminosity of 1 fb−1, which
is comparable with the significance expected from the inclusive search and from the di-lepton
analysis.
The distribution of tt¯ pair invariant mass for high-luminosity conditions and an integrated
statistic of 300 fb−1 is shown in Fig. 14. The high luminosity implies a poorer jet resolution and a b-
tagging efficiency of 0.5 for the same u-jet mistag probability of 0.01. Only the SUSY contribution is
included in the analysis for high-luminosity. The contribution from the combinatorial background,
estimated with top pairs built using the fake W candidates, is also shown. The distribution obtained
after the subtraction of this contribution is drawn in Fig. 15. In order to estimate the position of
the end point, a fit was performed with a polynomial of first order convoluted with a Gaussian. The
15
7 σ significance 






Susy breaking scale close to weak scale
•LSP is gravitino, FCNC is suppressed
Reference points with different model parameters & NLSP
•Fast MC based study @ G3 (NLSP is stau) 
•G3b: NLSP is quasi-stable
•G3a: NLSP immediately decays
leptons +jets + ETmissNegligibly small 
SM background
→ τ˜(τ)""q → G˜τ(τ)""qq˜ → χ˜01,2q → "˜"q
G3b: stau detected in 
the muon chambers
G3a: stau decays 
before detection 
but dips can be 
calculated & fit:
Excellent signal with 
few fb-1 in both cases
SM to BSM
22














‣Fermions as matter particles
•Quarks & Leptons
‣Gauge group structure
•gauge bosons as force carriers
‣EW Symmetry Breaking



















predicted by: all ED models
produced as: from q-q annihilation, q-g/g-g fusion
decay via: - (stable)
23SN-ATLAS-2001-005
•Fast MC based study  




















signal #=2  MD = 4 TeV
signal #=2  MD = 8 TeV
signal #=3  MD = 5 TeV
signal #=4  MD = 5 TeV














MPl(4+d)MAX(TeV) δ=2 δ=3 δ=4
30fb-1 7.7 6.2 5.2
100fb-1 9.1 7.0 6.0
•lower rate,
•lower sensitivity due to Zγ background
EDs Excited gluons
predicted by: TEV-1 EDs (ADD)
produced as: from q-q annihilation
decay via: heavy quark pairs
24SN-ATLAS-2006-002
M (GeV)
















b b !g* 
Fig. 5. Significance as a function of mass for g∗ → bb¯ and a luminosity of
= 3 · 105 pb−1. An exponential curve is fitted to the calculated values.
M (GeV)
















t t !g* 
Fig. 6. Significance as a function of mass for g∗ → tt¯ and a luminosity of
= 3 · 105 pb−1. An exponential curve is fitted to the calculated values.
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M (GeV)
















b b !g* 
Fig. 5. Significance as a function of mass for g∗ → bb¯ and a luminosity of











t t  
6 tt
9
•Fast MC based study  
•g* mass scanned [1..3] TeV
qq → g∗ → tt¯
→ bb¯

































































b b !g* 
(b)
Fig. 3. Reconstructed mass peaks for g∗ → bb¯ including both signal and background
contributions for mass values of M = 1 and 2TeV. The mass window used to cal-
culate the significance is indicated in the figures. Luminosities of = 104 pb−1 and
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Reducible backg  
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Reducible backg  



































































t t !g* 
(d)
Fig. 4. Reconstructed mass peaks for g∗ → tt¯ including both signal and background
contributions for mass values of M = 1, 1.5, 2 and 3TeV. The mass window used to
calculate the significance is indicated in the figures. Luminosities of = 3·103 pb−1,



































































b b !g* 
(b)
Fig. 3. Reconstructed mass peaks for g∗ → bb¯ including both signal and background
contributions for mass values of M = 1 and 2TeV. The mass window used to cal-
culate the significance is indicated in the figures. Luminosities of = 104 pb−1 and




























Total backg  
Reducible backg  
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Reducible backg  



































































t t !g* 
(d)
Fig. 4. Reconstructed mass peaks for g∗ → tt¯ including both signal and background
contributions for mass values of M = 1, 1.5, 2 and 3TeV. The mass window used to
calculate the significance is indicated in the figures. Luminosities of = 3·103 pb−1,







ATLAS has very rich discovery potential for BSM physics.
•scientific or pub note results shown, (mostly published)
Concentrated on a selection* of discovery possibilities;
•some models (e.g. micro BHs) not mentioned,
•differentiation between models not shown,
•boost to standard searches from BSM physics not shown.
Some results with Fast MC were shown,
•New analyses with full simulation ongoing for first 1fb-1,
•Trigger aware studies immediately applicable to LHC data
Next few years will be very exciting, stay tuned..




weight 7 000 t
diameter 25 m
length 46 m
B Field 2 T
year energy luminosity aimed ∫L (fb-1) physics beam time
2008 7+7 TeV 0.5x1033 1-2 protons - from July on ➠ 4*106 seconds
ions - after proton run - 5 days at 50% efficiency ➠ 
0.2*106 seconds
2009 7+7 TeV 1x1033 10 protons:50% better than 2008 ➠ 6*106 seconds
ions: 20 days at 50% efficiency ➠ 106 seconds




‣A brief summary of popular models:
•Grand Unified Theories: 
- SM  gauge group is embedded into a larger one like SO(10), to unify 
EW and QCD. 
- additional fermions and bosons predicted.
• Little Higgs models:
- spontaneously broken global symmetry to impose a cut-off ~10 TeV.
- additional bosons and quarks introduced to cure the hierarchy 
problem.
• Extra Dimensions:
- Low Planck scale in d dimensional theory solves the hierarchy 
problem between EW and Gravitational couplings.
- Excitations of SM bosons and fermions are predicted. 
‣These models do not exclude supersymmetry.
27
